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Gardening Experience Is Associated with Increased Fruit and Vegetable Intake among First-Year College Students: A Cross-Sectional Examination

Jennifer Loso; Daniel Staub; Sarah E. Colby, PhD, RDN; Melissa D. Olfert, DrPH, RDN; Kendra Kattelmann, PhD, RDN; Melissa Vilaro, PhD, MPH; James Colee, MS; Wenjun Zhou, PhD; Lisa Franzen-Castle, PhD, RD; Anne E. Mathews, PhD, RDN

ABSTRACT

Background Gardening interventions have been shown to increase fruit and vegetable (F/V) intake among school-aged children. It is unknown whether these effects persist into later adolescence or adulthood, and little is known about whether gardening in later adolescence is related to F/V intake.

Objective To identify the relationship between both childhood and recent (within the past 12 months) gardening experiences and current F/V intake among college students.

Design/participants A cross-sectional evaluation of 1,121 college freshmen with suboptimal F/V consumption from eight US universities.

Main outcome measures Participants completed the National Cancer Institute Fruit and Vegetable Screener and questions about gardening experiences. Respondents were grouped as having gardened or not gardened during childhood and recently.

Statistical analyses performed A linear mixed model was used to evaluate the relationship between childhood and recent gardening and current F/V intake.

Results Of the student participants, 11% reported gardening only during childhood, 19% reported gardening only recently, 20% reported gardening both as a child and recently, and 49% of students reported never having gardened. Students who gardened both during childhood and recently had a significantly higher mean current intake of F/V compared with students who never gardened (2.5 ± 0.6 vs 1.9 ± 0.5 cup equivalents [CE], respectively; P < 0.001). In addition, F/V intake increased with frequency of recent gardening engagement when comparing students who did not garden with those who gardened monthly or weekly (2.1 ± 0.5 CE, 2.4 ± 0.6 CE, and 2.8 ± 0.7 CE, respectively; P < 0.001).

Conclusions This analysis suggests that the combination of childhood and recent gardening experience is associated with greater current F/V intake among first-year college students not currently meeting national F/V recommendations. In addition, a greater frequency of gardening experience may further enhance this effect.

on campus4 and 35% of households in America grow food at home or in a community garden.4

Current literature suggests, with mixed results, that gardening interventions increase F/V intake among school-aged participants during or immediately after the intervention period.5,6 However, the long-term influence of actively growing F/V on F/V consumption is unknown. Eating a diet rich in F/V is important for health and is associated with reduced risk for several chronic diseases, including hypertension, cardiovascular disease, and cancer.7–10 A recent meta-analysis of 95 peer-reviewed publications concluded that an estimated 5.6 million premature deaths annually could be attributed to low F/V intake (<3 cup equivalents [CE]).11

Despite the accumulation of evidence on the benefits of adequate F/V intake, fewer than half of children and adolescents aged 4 to 18 years consume the recommended 5 or more CE of F/V per day.12 Because dietary habits developed in childhood tend to persist into adulthood,13 interventions that establish greater F/V consumption among children and adolescents may have promising long-term health benefits.

Gardening programs in schools and communities have successfully promoted F/V intake among participants in the short-term follow-up range of 6 months to 1 year after program implementation.14–18 School gardening programs often combine lessons in nutrition with opportunities for students to work in a garden. Studies examining the short-term effects of school gardening programs have found gardening experiences increase both nutrition knowledge and vegetable preferences.14–18 Community gardens have helped families in both rural and urban settings acutely increase their F/V intake.19–21 Participation in community gardening once a week can significantly increase F/V intake for adults and children, even when only one member of a household participates.20–22

Some college students participate in university gardening programs, although much less is known about the relationship between gardening and eating behaviors in this population. Of the few studies that have looked at gardening among college students, it was found that many gardening programs focus on emotional and mental health benefits rather than nutrition education or improved nutrition habits.23,24 A literature search resulted in only one publication comparing F/V intake between college students who gardened and those who did not. This study enrolled 18 participants from a small southern college and provided gardening plots for each participant. Researchers conducted follow-up interviews after students had been gardening for 3 months and found that students enjoyed gardening as a means of obtaining fresh produce, but identified emotional benefits, like stress relief and relaxation, as the primary benefits of participation.25 Students who participated in gardening in this study did not have a higher F/V intake as a result of gardening, which investigators attributed to the substitution of store-bought produce with the freshly grown produce.25 A large-scale, quantitative study is necessary to fill gaps in understanding the relationship between gardening and F/V intake among college students.

College students and other young adults face specific challenges as they transition from being cared for to caring for themselves. This transition period can have significant effects on health and health behaviors.26–28 College students may gain unwanted weight over the course of their academic experience, with the most rapid weight gain usually occurring during their first year.26,27,29 Weight gain during the collegiate years is often associated with increased consumption of convenience and readily available food26 that is typically energy-dense and nutrient-poor.30 In addition, a decrease in physical activity and an increase in sedentary behaviors can contribute to weight gain among college students.31,32 Therefore, identification of effective strategies for countering this decline in diet quality and physical activity is needed.

Gardening initiatives among children appear to hold promise for increasing F/V intake, but it is unclear whether similar initiatives may be successful for older adolescents and college students. Furthermore, the vast majority of previous studies involving children have short follow-up periods; typically within 1 year post-intervention. Therefore, there is a lack of information regarding long-term implications of gardening interventions. The primary objective of this study is to examine the long-term influence of childhood gardening as well as the influence of recent gardening experiences (within the past 12 months) on current F/V intake among a diverse sample of first-year college students not currently consuming the recommended 5 CE/day of F/V.

**RESEARCH SNAPSHOT**

**Research Question:** Is there an association between having gardening experiences in childhood and later adolescence and higher fruit and vegetable intake among first-year college students?

**Key Findings:** In this cross-sectional cohort of 1,121 college freshmen with suboptimal fruit and vegetable intake from eight US universities, those who gardened both during childhood and recently had a significantly higher current mean daily intake of fruit and vegetables compared with students who never gardened (2.5±0.6 vs 1.9±0.5 cup equivalents, respectively; P<0.001). In addition, fruit and vegetable intake increased with frequency of recent gardening engagement when comparing students who did not garden with those who gardened monthly (P<0.001) or weekly (P<0.001).

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Study Overview**

Data for this cross-sectional evaluation of gardening experiences and F/V intake were collected as a substudy of the Get your Fruits and Vegetables (GetFRUVED) project, a US Department of Agriculture-funded multi-institutional study with the goal of promoting health behaviors and preventing excess weight gain among college freshmen. This analysis includes data obtained at baseline from eight different US universities. Data collection occurred during the fall 2015 academic semester on each university campus. All study procedures were approved by the institutional review boards of each participating university, and written informed consent was obtained from all participants before completing the questionnaire and assessment procedures. This study was...
registered at Clinicaltrials.gov with the identifier code NCT02941497.

Participant Recruitment and Enrollment
Recruitment of freshmen participants began in late summer 2015 and extended into early fall. Researchers employed a variety of recruitment strategies to reach incoming freshmen. These strategies included sending E-mail messages to newly enrolled freshmen, posting flyers on campuses, manning tables at orientation events, and advertising through various listservs. Interested freshmen were invited to take a short survey to determine eligibility. In addition to being enrolled as a first-year student at one of the eight participating institutions and being aged 18 years or older, eligibility criteria included consuming <2 CE of fruits or <3 CE of vegetables daily, on average.

Investigators opted to include one other criterion demonstrated in the literature to increase risk for poor health behavior habits and/or lifetime obesity risk for the purpose of targeting students that may benefit most from participation. This additional criterion included any one of the following: have a body mass index (BMI) ≥25, be a first-generation college student, have a parent who is overweight or obese, be of a low-income background, or identify as a racial minority. These eligibility criteria were established in accordance with the objectives of the GetFRUVED study, a project designed to improve F/V intake and other health behaviors of college freshmen. As such, the sample used in the present investigation was limited to those who investigators believed could benefit most from the support of the larger project.

Measures
Assessments were held during the fall 2015 semester onsite at each campus. Visits were held in areas typically used for human research within each university department, such as a clinical nutrition laboratory equipped with research-grade equipment, including a body weight scale and stadiometer. Researchers trained in data collection procedures assisted with assessments of all freshmen participants. After providing consent, participants completed anthropometric measurements and lifestyle and health-related questionnaires that were delivered through a secure web-based format on a project laptop or tablet computer. Questionnaires relevant to this investigation included a set of questions about participants’ active involvement growing F/V. These questions were developed by investigators and reviewed and modified by experts for content and clarity and then underwent evaluation before data collection.

To assess childhood gardening experience, participants were asked: “Growing up, did you ever participate in growing vegetables/fruits on a small or large scale (can include pots on the porch, in-ground garden, community garden, etc.)?” and could answer “Yes” or “No.” If the respondent selected “Yes,” they were asked to identify the setting(s) where the gardening experience occurred from the following options: “Home,” “4H Club,” “Church,” “Community Garden,” or “Other.” Participants were then asked how often they had engaged in gardening activities during the previous 12 months, which we define as “recent gardening” for the purposes of this investigation, and were presented with 5 response options that included “Never,” “One day per month,” “2 to 3 days per month,” “One day per week,” and “Daily.” Those who selected any level of involvement (ie, choosing an answer other than “Never”) in recent gardening were asked to identify setting(s) in which this occurred. For the purposes of this investigation, gardening in the previous 12 months was defined as “recent” gardening, and for this population captured gardening experiences during the year before participants enrolled at a university. To evaluate the relationship between gardening experience and current F/V intake, participants were grouped into one of four gardening experience categories: students who gardened during childhood only, students who gardened recently only, students who gardened both during childhood and recently, and students with no gardening experience (never gardened as a child or recently).

F/V Intake
To determine daily F/V intake, participants completed the National Cancer Institute’s (NCI) Fruit and Vegetable Screener.13,34 The NCI Fruit and Vegetable Screener is a 19-item survey that asks survey respondents to reflect on F/V intake during the past 30 days. The survey assesses both frequency and amount of F/V (either cooked or raw and in any setting) consumed. Response options for servings were listed in cups and converted to CE for analysis according to provided instructions. The NCI Fruit and Vegetable Screener has been validated by comparing responses from the screener to data collected from 24-hour recalls and other food frequency questionnaires.33

Control Variable Measures
Anthropometry. Height and weight were measured to calculate participants’ BMI, which served as a covariate for analyses. Each measurement was taken by trained research assistants who had undergone interrater reliability testing before data collection. Measurements were obtained following a standardized protocol with equipment that was calibrated daily at each site. Height and weight were taken with shoes and heavy clothing removed. Weight was measured to the nearest 0.1 kg using a digital scale and height was measured to the nearest 0.1 cm using a portable or wall-mounted stadiometer. Height and weight measurements were repeated two times, and measurements within a prespecified margin of error (ie, 0.2 kg difference for weight and 0.2 cm difference for height) were averaged. A third measurement was taken when the difference between the first two measurements was above the criteria.

Demographic Characteristics. The web-based survey asked students to select the university at which they were enrolled, to select the sex they were assigned at birth, current age, race and ethnicity with the option to select all that apply, and most recent grade point average (GPA). GPA response options included 0.5-point range options from <2.0 to 3.5 to 4.0.
Data Analysis
All data were analyzed using SAS version 9.14 statistical software.35 Descriptive statistics were used to characterize the study participants. Cohen’s k for yes/no gardening responses and weighted k scores for ordinal variables were calculated to assess test–retest reliability of gardening survey questions with a separate group of undergraduate students before data collection. A linear mixed model was conducted to understand the relationship between childhood and/or recent gardening experience and current F/V intake. F/V intake was analyzed on the log scale to meet the assumption of the model. Race/ethnicity, sex, BMI, and GPA were included as control variables in each analysis and university was treated as random effect as each of these was shown to influence the relationship between gardening experience and F/V intake. Level of statistical significance was set at $P<0.05$.

RESULTS
Participant Eligibility and Sample Size
A total of 5,426 eligibility surveys were completed from all eight universities combined. Of these 5,426 students, 15% were excluded for reporting either age younger than 18 years or not being a first-year student. Most students (87%) met the eligibility criteria of consuming <2 CE/day of fruit or <3 CE/day of vegetables.

Seventy-six percent of these students met at least one other eligibility characteristic stipulated in the last criterion. A total of 2,757 freshmen were eligible based on survey results and subsequently invited to officially enroll in the study and complete an onsite assessment. Across the eight campuses, 1,150 (42%) of eligible participants attended an assessment (see Figure 1). A few participants from each university failed to fully complete the survey once started or selected the response option of “Choose not to answer,” leaving data from 1,121 (97%) participants for this investigation.

Participant Characteristics
Participant characteristics are shown in the Table. The majority of study participants were women (66.1%) and white (53.6%). With respect to ethnicity, 18.9% of respondents self-identified as Hispanic or Latino. The mean BMI of all participants was 24.4±4.9 and 79% reported a grade point average above 3.0. The proportion of students from each of the eight participating universities ranged from 6.0% from South Dakota to 26.6% from Florida.

Among the 1,121 first-year students, 11.4% of students reported only gardening as a child, 19.2% reported only gardening recently, 20.4% reported gardening both as a child and recently, and 49.0% reported no form of gardening experience. Reported F/V intake ranged from 0.8 to 21.4 CE/day with an average of 2.5±2.2 CE/day.

Test–Retest of Gardening Questions
To establish the test–retest reliability, a separate cohort of college students from one university (n=78, 86% women)
completed the questions at two time points. The time gap between test and retest time points was 19.6/7.7 days (median = 19). Scores for the two questions used to assess prevalence and frequency of childhood and recent gardening experiences, independent variables of the primary analysis, both achieved substantial agreement (0.68 and 0.76) based on Landis and Koch criteria. The \( \kappa \) scores for the two additional questions used to describe the settings where gardening experiences occurred, but not used in the current analysis, ranged from weak to near perfect agreement (0.21 to 0.91).

**Gardening Experience**

The Table also displays gardening experience by pertinent demographic characteristics. Although there were no differences in gardening experience between sexes, there were significant differences by ethnicity (\( P=0.001 \)) and race (\( P<0.001 \)). The prevalence of students with any gardening experience (ie, either in childhood or recently) was 41.1% among Hispanics/Latinos compared with 53.2% among non-Hispanics/Latinos. The variation in prevalence was more pronounced when analyzed by race, ranging from <40% among black students to nearly 60% among white students. Significant heterogeneity in the prevalence of gardening experience was seen between universities (\( P<0.001 \)). South Dakota and Maine had the highest rates of students reporting gardening experience (74.6% and 66.8%, respectively), whereas Alabama and Florida had the lowest rates (35.6% and 38.3%, respectively).

Participants who indicated they had gardening experience during childhood and/or recently reported the setting(s) in which they gardened. The majority of students who gardened during childhood identified home (62%) as the primary setting of this experience. Students also identified community gardens (10%), church (8%), 4-H clubs (4%), and other organizations (16%) because sites of their childhood gardening experience. Students who recently gardened mostly participated in family gardening (51%). Less common settings included a friend’s home (15%), potted garden at their own home/dorm (14%), community gardens off-campus (7%), teaching garden on campus (4%), and other gardens (9%).
F/V Intake
The primary outcome, F/V intake, varied among the four gardening experience groups. Students who gardened both during childhood and recently had a significantly higher intake of F/V compared with students who never gardened (2.5±0.6 CE vs 1.9±0.5 CE, respectively; \( P<0.001 \)). Students who gardened only during childhood or gardened only recently did not report a significantly different F/V intake than those who never gardened (see Figure 2).

The frequency of recent participation in gardening was also compared with current F/V intake. More than half of students indicated no recent gardening experience (60%), whereas 31% reported gardening on a monthly basis (1 to 3 times per month) and 9% reported gardening weekly (at least once per week). Based on these groupings, gardening frequency was positively associated with F/V intake. Average F/V intake was 2.1±0.5 CE among those reporting no participation in recent gardening, 2.4±0.6 CE among those reporting monthly participation and 2.8±0.7 CE among those reporting weekly participation (see Figure 2). Differences in F/V intake were significantly higher in the monthly \( (P<0.001) \) and weekly \( (P<0.001) \) gardening groups compared with students who had not gardened recently.

**DISCUSSION**
This study presents findings for four categories of gardening experience as well as three categories of gardening frequency in relation to current F/V intake among a subset of college students. For gardening experience, our results show that average F/V intake among students with both childhood and recent gardening experience was significantly higher compared with students with no gardening experience. The F/V intake among participants who reported gardening as a child only or gardening recently only compared with those who never gardened was not significantly different. When looking more closely at recent gardening experiences, F/V intake increased across each level of frequency of participation. Students gardening weekly had the highest F/V intake, followed by students who gardened monthly. Both of these groups had a significantly higher F/V intake than students with no recent gardening experience. Although the difference in F/V intake between monthly and weekly gardeners (0.4 CE) may have practical significance, no statistical difference was found. Future projects should explore this potential relationship between gardening frequency and F/V intake.

These results suggest that, whereas gardening experience is associated with adolescent F/V consumption, it is the pattern of experience over time, and possibly the frequency of engagement, that dictates the magnitude of this potential influence. More specifically, it appears that gardening experience may be needed at multiple time points and at a sufficient frequency to render a significant effect on F/V intake. This concept may explain the mixed results seen in the literature regarding the influence of gardening on youth and adolescent F/V intake because nearly all studies have been limited to gardening over a single time point, especially following a gardening intervention. Likewise, the need for multiple exposures over time, or lack of a sustained gardening experience throughout the life course, may explain why the results in our study show higher F/V consumption among students who gardened either during childhood only or recently only (compared with never gardeners), but failed to reach significance. These results are in contrast to those of Mecham and colleagues, who did not find a relationship between gardening and F/V intake among college students. This difference in findings may be explained by the larger sample size and quantitative nature of our study compared with the study conducted by Mecham and colleagues.25

The findings related to frequency of gardening and F/V intake provide further support for the importance of regular gardening for influencing F/V consumption. Based on these observations, it appears that gardening may render a dose-dependent effect on F/V consumption in terms of both patterns of exposure (ie, occurring over multiple time points) and frequency. We were unable to detect differences in F/V intake among students who gardened weekly vs monthly, although average intake in the weekly group was 0.4 CE/day higher than that of the monthly group. Although not statistically different, future gardening studies should consider a more detailed data collection strategy that provides additional frequency response options to investigate the relationship between gardening frequency and F/V intake.

Taken together, these results support gardening as a potential strategy for increasing F/V intake among college-aged

---

**Figure 2.** Fruit and vegetable intake by gardening experience (2a) and by frequency of gardening in the past 12 months (2b), \( n=1,121 \). Fruit and vegetable intake displayed are the back transformed least square mean±standard error. University attended, race, sex, body mass index, and grade point average included as covariates. *Recent gardening experience was defined as gardening within the past 12 months. **\( P<0.001 \).
students, particularly when gardening is a sustained behavior and enacted with regular frequency. School- and community-based gardening initiatives offer opportunities for gardening across the lifespan and may be particularly effective in increasing F/V intake. Policy makers should consider promoting recurrent accessibility to gardening from elementary school through high school, and colleges and universities should seek to extend this by developing gardening programs within the institution—perhaps through the school’s wellness program, gardening, or other hands-on agricultural classes—or by providing space and support for gardening near residence halls or other convenient campus areas.

Universities could also promote gardening and gardening service opportunities within the local community. Based on our results, nearly half of students enter college without any type of gardening experience, highlighting the need for such initiatives. Efforts focused on increasing gardening accessibility among Hispanic/Latino and black populations may be particularly valuable given that gardening experience was significantly less prevalent among these students. When interpreting these findings, it is important to consider that our study sample was restricted to those not meeting national recommendations for F/V. Although this may be viewed as a limitation, the vast majority (87%) of students met this criterion. This is consistent with national figures for adolescent F/V intake, which estimate 80% to 90% of adolescents do not meet the recommend intake. With such a small minority of adolescents meeting F/V recommendations, it could be argued that the sample in this study was more suitable for identifying an association between the outcomes of interest. By limiting the sample to those not meeting recommendations, we not only focused on those who could most benefit from the potential influence of gardening, but mitigated the presence of extraneous factors that could confound the association of interest.

Another important consideration is that recent gardening experience for this study’s population does not necessarily refer to gardening while in college. Although participants were college students, recent gardening experience was defined as “within the past 12 months.” Because data collection occurred during the fall semester, this 12-month timeframe primarily encompasses the period during which the student was not yet in college. Nevertheless, the results show the potential for recent and frequent gardening experience to optimize the effect on F/V intake and, for a population of college students, a college-based gardening initiative would be a logical extension of these findings.

This investigation has several limitations. Most notably, the cross-sectional and retrospective nature of the study limits the ability to suggest a causal relationship with respect to our findings. Without a controlled intervention, it is difficult to isolate the effect of gardening on F/V intake, because students with a predisposition to engage in gardening may inherently be more health conscious. Therefore, applying these findings to support gardening interventions must be done with caution. Furthermore, the study sample was limited to freshmen students with suboptimal F/V intake and at least one other characteristic believed to be related to increased risk for obesity. Therefore, one must use caution in extending these results to college students in general. Although mean F/V intake of participants in this sample was similar to the national average for this age group, the exclusion of those meeting F/V recommendations limits the interpretation of the prevalence of gardening experience in this population. If F/V consumption is positively influenced by childhood and recent gardening experience as suggested by these findings, then students with gardening experience were presumably underrepresented in this sample. Future investigations without this limitation of higher FV intake may present a more accurate snapshot of the prevalence of childhood and recent gardening experience among this population. In addition, this investigation did not attempt to assess frequency of gardening during childhood because it was determined during the planning stages that recall would be unreliable. Long-term prospective studies are needed to address this potentially important variable.

This study also has several strengths. The observational design permitted the inclusion of all types of gardening experience, including past gardening (ie, family, community, and school), rather than a single prescribed intervention. Furthermore, this study allowed us to examine the importance of patterns of exposure over time and, to our knowledge, is the only study that addresses both childhood and adolescent experience to examine associations between childhood and recent gardening experiences and current F/V intake. In addition, as opposed to intervention studies, there was a low risk of bias because researchers did not know which students had gardening experience during the data collection process. Finally, the large sample size (N=1,121) of students from eight geographically and demographically diverse institutions enabled us to provide an accurate representation of the population of interest.

Future observational research in this area should seek to incorporate a sample of college students representative of their respective institutions regarding year in school, age, race and ethnicity. Future studies should also quantify and individually assess the frequency and duration of all gardening experiences, as well as the setting and time points at which they occurred in each participant’s life, to understand how gardening experiences can have the greatest influence on F/V intake. Studies utilizing a controlled intervention, or ideally a series of interventions, would be a valuable extension of our work. The GetFRUVED study can extend this work by following college freshmen and their gardening practices throughout college.

CONCLUSIONS

Gardening experience is positively associated with F/V intake in terms of both history of experience (childhood and recent experience compared with no experience) and frequency of engagement (monthly and weekly engagement compared with no recent engagement) among this subset of first-year college students. Although we did not observe a dose-dependent relationship between weekly and monthly gardening and F/V intake, the data suggest this warrants further investigation. The intensity of engagement in gardening activities may potentiate this effect, and future studies should examine this more closely among students who report gardening regularly at different frequencies. School- and community-based wellness initiatives should strive to increase youths’ and adolescents’ exposure to gardening to promote positive health changes. Likewise,
colleges and universities should seek to extend these efforts by promoting gardening opportunities as a strategy for establishing and maintaining healthy eating habits during the transition from adolescence to adulthood.
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